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Abstract 

The notions of formal equivalence (fidelity to the text's linguistic aspects) and dynamic 

equivalence (fidelity to the text's effect on its reader) come to a critical intersection in the 

translation of puns, which convey both linguistic content and metalinguistic effects to the reader. 

This study analyzes the shifting relationship between formal and dynamic equivalence in the 

translation of what are called syntagmatic homonym (specifically homophone) puns from 

English into Russian, using data from four Russian translations of Lewis Carroll's Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland. I posit that pun translation can be analyzed as involving three steps: 

the translator selects how many senses to maintain, the target language's structure determines 

available linguistic forms for the pun, and the translator implements individual stylistics. For 

Russian in particular, I predict which forms and what levels of graphemic and/or phonetic 

correspondence translated puns will exhibit, based on how many senses the translator selects to 

maintain. Lastly, I suggest that some pervasive trends exist for pun translation into Russian, such 

as the prevalence of homonymous roots and a preference for incorporating derivational 

morphology into puns prior to inflectional morphology. These trends suggest that some effects of 

Russian's linguistic structure may transcend a translator's individual preference in determining 

how puns are translated. 

1 Eternal gratitude goes to my thesis advisor, Donna Jo Napoli; my Russian faculty readers, Sibelan 
Forrester and Marina Rojavin; Ronald Feldstein, whom I consulted about Russian etymology; my student 
readers, Lupita Barrientos and Naoki Tokoro; and all others who both infonnally and generously gave 
their attention and opinions. 
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1 Introduction 

The translation of puns is a test case for competing notions of translational faithfulness, a term 

which denotes a translated text's overall correspondence with its source text. In prose texts, puns 

serve a linguistic function by conveying content, as well as a metalinguistic function by 

conveying humor or similar effects. Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (hereafter 

Alice) offers prime examples of the dual function of puns. For instance, a pun on a mouse's tale 

and its physical tail both introduces a story and creates a playful ambiguity, such that the printed 

text of the story appears on the page in the winding shape of a mouse's tail. 

When puns appear in the text of Ali ce, translators are challenged to faithfully render the pun, 

with both its plot-based content and ambiguous form. This difficulty is prominent when Alice is 

translated into Russian, since Russian varies widely from English, notably in its morphology and 

the syllable count of its words. By examining different approaches to translating puns from Alice 

into Russian, this study evaluates translators' faithfulness in terms of linguistic fidelity and 

overall pun success; it identifies how, when linguistic fidelity to the original is maintained to 

varying degrees, Russian's structure allows us to predict the linguistic form of the translations. 

These forms are highly dependent on Russian's case system, its specific capacity for wordplay 

based on homonymous roots, and other aspects of Russian morphology. 

Although translators may render puns differently, an overall process of pun translation occurs: 

the plot and/or translator selects which sense(s) of a pun will be maintained, the linguistic 

capabilities of the language define the options available to the translator, and the translator's 

individual preference selects from these options. Ultimately, this broad pattern predicts how 

homophone puns might be translated into Russian as a general practice. It also shows how, 

independent of translation approaches, Russian seems to favor methods of punning that utilize 

Russian's morphological structure. 

Following this introduction are discussions of fidelity in translation, the linguistic concept of 

puns, the competing views and theories on puns' translatability, and the particular role of puns in 

Alice. Next is a presentation of the Russian texts used in this study and an analysis of select puns 

from these texts. Last is a discussion of the results and the overall trends they suggest, as well as 

a discussion of the implications of these trends for predicting and evaluating pun translations, 

both from English into Russian and perhaps among other languages. 
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1.1 Translation Fidelity 

The concept of translation fidelity rests primarily on the notion of "equivalence," also referred to 

as "accuracy," "adequacy," "correctness," "correspondence," ''faithfulness,'' or "identity" 

(Venuti 2012:5); these terms all describe the connection between the translated text and the 

original. Absolute equivalence is impossible because different languages do not have one-to-one 

correspondences in their semantics, phonetics, or morphosyntax, yet translators endeavor to 

maintain equivalence as much as possible. Concerning equivalence as a goal, Eugene Nida 

(1964:144) identifies two equivalence categories: "formal" and "dynamic." Formal equivalence 

denotes preservation of the source text's form and content, whereas dynamic equivalence 

denotes the text having an effect on its reader that is equivalent to the effect the source text has 

on its original reader. This idea is abstract and difficult to qualify; therefore, this study evaluates 

the presence ofa pun's basic parameters as a proxy for dynamic equivalence (discussed further 

in 2.3.2). Translation approaches often vary in how they prioritize or balance these types of 

equivalence. 

In terms of puns, formal equivalence consists of the interlinguistic correspondence in sounds, 

structure, and the pun's two semantic senses. Meanwhile, a pun's dynamic equivalence consists 

of the intersection between the ambiguous semantic, phonetic, and/or graphemic forms of 

language. The co-occurrence of these factors within a given pun is essential to the pun's 

metalinguistic effect. 

In the case of fairly straightforward translation, the idea of form might belong strictly to 

formal equivalence. However, in the case of puns, a pun's effect (i.e. dynamic equivalence) is to 

some extent inextricable from its form. Due to this, a pun's internal correspondence, its "form" 

as a pun, is more closely tied to dynamic equivalence, and translations must maintain this pun 

form to exhibit dynamic equivalence. In fact, the need to modify the definition of dynamic 

equivalence for puns is indicative of the challenge puns pose to translators. 

Thus, pun translation marks a unique intersection between these two types of equivalence. 

Particular tension arises from the fact that in prose, the semantic senses contained in the pun may 

seem equally as important as the pun's role as a stylistic device, defined by its effect rather than 

its content. Puns' relationship to the particular content and style of Alice is further discussed in 

1.4, but in general, textual puns present this translation dilemma by their very nature. 
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1.2 Puns as a Linguistic Phenomenon 

Puns are not only defined by both linguistic and metalinguistic aspects, but they may be a 

phenomenon universal to all languages (Attardo 1994), as far as humor has been examined in a 

given language. In linguistics, puns are also referred to as "transjacence" or "paronomasia." 

Malone (1988: 196) defines puns as the phenomenon that occurs when "the cenematic [i.e. 

phonetic/phonological] form of a word sets up an occasion for plerematic [i.e. semantic and 

syntactic] ambiguity or double meaning, usually as an intentional figura on the part of the 

author," although a pun need not be intentional 2 

For every pun, Attardo (1994) defines three characteristic parameters. First of all, puns are 

expressions with signifiers that "involve two senses" (Attardo 1994: 134), such that two distinct 

semantic meanings are present. Secondly, the utterance "revolve[s] around an ambiguity" 

regarding the linguistic unites) signifying these senses (Attardo 1994:128); two interpretations 

are possible. The third parameter is that puns simultaneously "preserve two senses of a linguistic 

unit" (Attardo 1994: 112), such that each interpretation allows a valid reading of the whole. These 

parameters require the two senses to be "opposed," or "semantically incompatible in context," 

rather than "random" (Attardo 1994: 133), meaning that each sense yields an interpretation of the 

utterance that is incompatible with the other possible interpretation. 

1.2.1 Phonetic/Graphemic Classification 

Within these parameters, puns are categorized by the level of phonetic and/or graphemic 

correspondence that gives rise to the pun's two senses. An important distinction for this study is 

between homonym and paronym puns. 3 A homonym pun contains signifiers with identical 

phonetic and/or graphemic representations; thus the term includes both homophones and 

homographs . An example of a homonym pun is (1) below, whose signifiers (bolded) have 

identical phonetic and graphemic representation: 

2 Delabastita (1994) critiques theorists for assuming that all punning is intentional on the part ofthe 
author and supporting their arguments with this assumption; while this issue applies to some contexts, it is 
not the case for Alice, where Carroll's (and his translators') punning is clearly deliberate. 
3 In some contexts, "paronym" is defined as "a word that is a derivative of another and has a related 
meaning" (Stevenson & Lindberg 2011). To avoid confusion, this study uses the teun chiefly in the same 
sense as Attardo 1994, which only refers to phonetic/graphemic correspondence and does not refer to 
refer to any morphological relationship, whether derivational or historical. 
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(1) Time flies like the wind; fruit flies like bananas. 

In (1), flies and flies are phonetically and graphemically identical, but the former is a verbal 

denoting aerodynamic movement, and the latter is a nominal denoting a type of insect. This 

study focuses on the translation of similar homophone puns, which frequently occur in Ali ceo 

On the other hand, paronym puns display similar phonetic and/or graphemic representations 

in their two signifiers, but not identical ones. Example (2) is a paronym pun from Alice, in which 

the Mock Turtle describes his education (Gardner 1960:98): 

(2) "and then the different branches of Arithmetic-Ambition, Distraction, Uglification, 

and Derision" 

In the above example, the words Ambition, Distraction, Uglification, and Derision have partial 

phonetic correspondences with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively. 

These correspondences also may be categorized as graphemic, considering words like ambition 

and addition share six graphemes in analogous positions. 

However, the categories of homonym and paronym need not be mutually exclusive; Attardo 

(1994: 120), who analyzes paronym puns based on their calculated "phonemic distance," suggests 

that homonym puns are paronym puns with a 0% difference between the written and/or spoken 

form of the two signifiers. In light of translation, this suggests that translating homonym puns as 

paronym puns is not changing the type of pun but instead moving along a spectrum of phonetic 

or graphemic correspondence; both puns may be considered paronym puns, but any divergence 

from the pun's status as a homonym pun constitutes an increased difference in form between the 

two signifiers. 

1.2.2 Semantic and Structural Classification 

Another type of distinction is between syntagmatic and paradigmatic puns. In syntagmatic 

puns, both signifiers are present; these are the types of puns addressed in this study. Therefore, 

each example contains one linguistic expression for one of the pun's senses, as well as a second 

expression for the second sense. An example of this is (3), with tune a and tuna as the two 

expressions (McKean 2011): 
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(3) You can tune a guitar, but you can't tuna fish. 

In contrast, paradigmatic puns contain only one linguistic expression, with the second 

expression, and consequently the second sense, implied. An example of this occurs in Alice 

(Gardner 1960:98): 

(4) "He taught Laughing and Grief, they used to say" 

In (4), the pun relies on evoking the sounds of the words Latin and Greek, as well as the reader 

recognizing these as subjects commonly taught in British schools. 

Example (4) illustrates why this study focuses on syntagmatic puns rather than paradigmatic 

ones. Paradigmatic puns often reference a phrase or expression that one accesses through cultural 

knowledge, to some extent. In (4), the subjects Latin and Greek are an Anglophone referent. 

Therefore, to isolate the role oflinguistic elements in pun translation, this study focuses on 

syntagmatic puns, which present both senses, rather than puns that rely on outside knowledge, 

which is a different but equally complex concern. 

A third category of puns relevant to this study is punning based on idioms. This occurs when 

a word or phrase denotes several potential meanings, in which one meaning is literal and the 

other figurative. For example: 

(5) By placing a donkey 's head on the actor Bottom, Puck made an ass of him. 

In this instance, the phrase made an ass of recalls the literal meaning 'turned into a donkey' and 

the figurative meaning 'made him look like a fool'. In homonym and paronym puns, the 

expressions may be unrelated semantically and/or morphologically. However, idiom-based puns 

use one repeated expression with multiple meanings, such that both of the pun's senses are 

semantically related. In (5), one meaning is derived from ass as a word for donkey, and the 

second meaning comes from characteristics associated with donkeys. While the homonymous 

puns from Alice in this study do not utilize idioms, some of the translations do. 
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1.2.3 Why Puns are Funny 

The metalinguistic effect of puns, typically humor, results from an intersection of the pun's 

phonetic/graphemic and semantic qualities. According to Attardo (1994), puns allow speakers to 

temporarily suspend certain rules of language, which elevates puns above the normal use of 

language. One such suspension occurs only in paronym puns where there is more than 0% 

phonetic difference between the two expressions; in this case, "the threshold of phonemic 

difference" gets suspended, and the speaker pretends that two words with a close phonetic and/or 

phonemic correspondence actually sound the same (Attardo 1994:149). This does not pertain to 

homonym puns, but it is an added consideration for paronym puns with some level of difference 

in form between their two expressions, which appear in this study. 

Puns in general suspend other linguistic rules. Attardo (1994:149) explains that speakers 

producing puns "pretend to use linguistic signs as if they belonged to a semiotic system that 

would be characterized as non-arbitrary (i.e. motivated)" because in a motivated linguistic 

system, each sound or grapheme would have a predetermined meaning based on its identity (i.e. 

homonyms would not exist). Thus Attardo (1994: 169) argues, when speakers pun, they 

intentionally use language as iflinguistic signs carried meaning; this is knowingly using 

language in an unusual way, where speakers playfully exhibit "the incongruous behavior of 

associating similar sounds [or other linguistic signs 1 with similar meanings and pretending that 

some two dissimilar meanings are similar in the safety provided by the metalinguistic status of 

their utterance.,,4 

The ultimate effect of these pretended sign-meaning correspondences is a "subversion" of the 

Gricean maxims of relevance and quantity. Relevance is violated because "if the speaker is 

obscure or ambiguous, his/her contribution will not be relevant since the hearer will not be able 

to evaluate whether the information provided is 'to the point'" (Attardo 1994:291), implying that 

not all of the pun's meanings may be considered relevant information. Additionally, puns violate 

quantity by giving insufficient information for the addressee to distinguish between two possible 

meamngs. 

For humor to result, both the speaker and the addressee must be aware that the speaker is 

making the pun. However, alternative situations-that only the speaker is aware of the pun or 

4 Attardo (1994)'s claim refers primarily to spoken language. However, individual phonemes in signed 
languages can and often do carry semantic meaning, as discussed by Fernald & Napoli (2000). 
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that the pun is accidental-may result in a violation of Gricean maxims that destabilizes the 

discourse. This possible outcome may also speak to the puns in Alice and influence their 

translation. This is discussed further in section 1.4. 

1.3 On the Translatability of Puns 

In Alice, puns' contributions to the plot demand linguistic fidelity in translation. However, the 

puns' humor relies on their ambiguous linguistic form, such that maintaining the pun itself 

requires metalinguistic fidelity. Due to these constraints, many consider puns untranslatable, 

such as Nina M. Demurova (discussed below). However, a variety of opinions from both 

linguistic and translation-scholar communities speaks to a lack of consensus on the issue, as well 

as to the issue's overall complexity. 

Those who argue for puns' translatability promote translators' utilization oflinguistic 

similarities. Attardo (1994:29) suggests that "similarities in the two linguistic systems" may 

"allow the rendering of the pun in another language with a minimum of distortion." In a similar 

vein, translator Suzanne Levine (1991: 15), whose scholarly work details her experience 

translating pun- and wordplay-ridden texts from Spanish into English, argues: 

And yet, as with puns, where the accent falls on a rediscovered familiarity between two 

distant terms, so does good translation seek out, stress the common but hidden bonds that 

may exist between two languages, two cultures, two poems, two puns. 

Although Levine (1991: 16) speaks more generally to "the mythic belief in a possible primal 

source that would be the 'confluence of all secular tongues,'" both Attardo and Levine imply that 

the underlying linguistic similarities which enable pun translation are highly dependent on the 

languages involved and their unique relationship. For example, Levine (1991: 15) posits that 

English translators can capitalize on English's flexible morphology and its wealth of synonyms 

and homonyms in order to translate puns from another language; this perhaps suggests that the 

potential to target an underlying linguistic correspondence with the source language lies within 

this wealth. Yet Levine specializes in translating Spanish literature, and languages that contain 

shared Greco-Latinisms often allow for easier pun translation (Liu 2014). 

However, Nina M. Demurova (1995:27), who first translated Alice into Russian in 1967 and 

revised her translation in 1978, presents an opposing view: "one cannot translate word play; one 

can choose only between what is said and the way it is said, that is, between the concrete fact (or 
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content) and the device." This presents the overall view that pun translation involves a choice 

between fidelity to the text's content and fidelity to the pun as a linguistic device, where "a 

translation capturing one level of meaning often results in loss of the other meanings" 

(Demurova 1995:23). Thus in Demurova's eyes, translating puns, particularly those in Alice, 

necessitates a tradeoff between formal and dynamic equivalence. 

Support for Demurova's position comes from Nida (1964: 148)'s assertion that "it is not easy 

to produce a completely natural translation [ ... J precisely because truly good writing intimately 

reflects and effectively exploits the total idiomatic capacities and special genius of the language 

in which the writing is done." Ifwriters who pun, especially Carroll, capitalize on their 

language's uniqueness, then we would expect notto readily find analogous punning capacity in 

another language. Gardner (1960:xv) presents a corresponding view in his introduction to The 

AnnotatedAlice; he claims that the puns and linguistic humor in Alice "would have taken quite 

different forms if Carroll had been writing, say, in French" or another language, which suggests 

not only that Carroll's use of English in his wordplay is unique, but also that an analogous 

version in another language might not appear to be a formally faithful translation. 

However, there appears to be a middle ground between the contesting camps of 'translatable' 

and 'untranslatable.' Burak (2013 :92), a Slavic translation specialist, characterizes the difference 

between languages as "the other," which is "a general manifestation of the foreign language in 

all of its incredible complexity and versatility." This relates to Nida (1994)' s notion that writers 

capitalize on a language's uniqueness. Burak (2013:92) suggests that in dealing with "the other," 

a translator works between two extremes and either is "superimaginative" or "sucks up" the 

difficulty and makes no attempt to translate. However, he also acknowledges that many 

translators take a middle-ground approach and "neutralize" or "normalize" the text. Translating 

in this way reduces the text's original effect. While Burak (2013) does not explicitly discuss the 

idea of a 'partial translation,' this may be what he is describing when this "normalizing" force is 

applied to wordplay. 

A common argument for the translatability of puns is that pun translations do exist, in some 

form. This is readily observed in the numerous translations of Shakespeare, a playwright fond of 

puns. However, Delabastita (1994:226) presents a more complex view on this observation, 

offering that puns are translatable, but should not be considered an isolated unit in the translation 

process; instead, they should be viewed on a "macro-structural level," and the translation of 
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wordplay should be considered a "cline" rather than a binary, an idea this study explores in 

depth. Yet Delabastita (1994:227) also critiques theorists' utter rejection of the concept of 

untranslatability, claiming that this notion instead "constitutes the rationale of translation as a 

human activity." 

The fact that varying opinions exist suggests that a binary view of translation versus non

translation may not be helpful. Moreover, comparing views on translatability is complicated by a 

lack of consensus on the criteria for what constitutes a pun's "translation," making it difficult to 

know on what basis each theorist asserts their claims. As this study explores, viewing puns as 

devices that can be translated to different extents and in different capacities allows for insights 

into the overall translation process and mechanism. By demonstrating the issue of translatability 

more concretely and methodically, this study elucidates the degree to which a pun may be 

considered successfully translated. 

1.4 PUllS and Alice 

Another factor in pun translation is the overall context in which the puns occur. Arguably, puns 

in literary works like those of Shakespeare do not serve a function identical to that of puns in 

Alice. While puns are generally considered humorous and may be viewed as such in Alice, the 

subversion of Gricean maxims that occurs in punning involves a deliberate undermining of the 

pragmatic assumptions upon which communication relies. In subverting and/or violating these 

maxims, puns can contribute to a destabilization of language and logic, which is a theme in 

Alice. 

Several contemporary scholars discuss this destabilization in Alice. As Gardner (1960:xxi

xxii) explains, "the last level of metaphor in the Alice books is this: that life, viewed rationally 

and without illusion, appears to be a nonsense tale told by an idiot mathematician"; he later 

suggests that the book's persistent illogic, to which the ambiguous language of puns contributes, 

ultimately evokes "the monstrous mindlessness of the cosmos." This suggests that if a pun's 

effect is due to two corresponding forms and two contrasting meanings, we may home in on 

meaning non-correspondence as a thematic facet of the puns in Ali ceo Yet only through form 

correspondence is this aspect brought to the forefront. 

Trubikbina (2015) expands on this idea by linking the linguistic humor in Alice to the use of 

language itself. She discusses how "the organization oflanguage becomes a question of 
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'discovering surface entities and their games of meaning and ofnon-sense[ .. .]''' (Deleuze, as 

cited in Trubikhina 2015:42). In this universe where language games correspond with physical 

disorientation and confusion, Trubikhina (2015:43) depicts Carroll's world as one where "there 

is nothing beyond [the world's] surface, beyond language itself." This proposes that Carroll's 

wordplay undermines and lays bare the semantics of an entire world, which may dominate more 

playful aspects of the text. 

In Ali ce, language has the power to confuse, confound, and generate strange turns of events 

simply by being uttered, and instances of wordplay are "pure language devices in which 

materialized metaphors become a vehicle of the plot" (Trubikhina 2015:43). Nearly every pun in 

Alice occurs in dialogue that turns the plot on its head, particularly statements by the Mock 

Turtle and the Duchess. For example, the Duchess, hearing Alice mention the Earth's axis, uses 

the distortion of punning to turn the situation into a different one entirely, crying, "Talking of 

axes, chop off her head!" (Gardner 1960:62). 

This is not to say that humor is not a function of the puns in Alice. However, Weaver (1964) 

argues that Alice's humor is different for child audiences versus adult audiences; children 

appreciate the novelty and oddity of the text, while adults enjoy its cleverness and 

unconventional "logic." This suggests that the puns may be humorous for children but more 

subversive for adults, especially due to their linguistic, philosophical, and occasionally political 

nature. Yet regardless of how exactly these puns function, these analyses propose that Alice's 

puns exhibit a broader tonal aspect that transcends single utterances. 

While analyses of Alice's language may not bear directly on the translation of individual 

puns, they present complex views on what role puns play in the text, which informs the 

definition of dynamic equivalence. The role of a pun may have as much to do with the 

ambiguous semantics as the pun's form (a distinction that is analyzed later in more depth). Thus, 

the different extents to which complete, partial, or incomplete pun translations relate to each 

feature of dynamic equivalence may be influenced by the destabilizing role of the pun in Alice. 

Indeed, the majority of the translations analyzed in this study preserve non-correspondence in 

meaning, although they exhibit varying form correspondences. 
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2 Translation Analysis 

2.1 Russian vs. English 

Aside from the translation challenge puns pose in general, there are significant linguistic 

differences between English and Russian that complicate pun translation. To begin, Russian 

nouns exhibit a highly regular case system, and Russian verbs have highly regular conjugation 

schemata; both of these utilize concatenative morphological endings. Conversely, English does 

not decline its nouns and has fairly irregular verbal morphology. Moreover, Russian tends to 

have more syllables per word than English does. Demurova (1995: 19) summarizes these 

differences: 

English has a large stock of one- and two-syllable words as against three- and five

syllable Russian ones; its syntax allows the omission of conjunctions and relative 

pronouns such as where, which, and that, which is absolutely impossible in Russian. As a 

result, an English sentence generally becomes much heavier and longer when translated 

into Russian. 

According to Demurova (1995: 19), these differences usually result in a "10 percent growth" of a 

text when it is translated. The translations in this study correspond with this idea. The original 

English puns are all based on two words/phrases with one or two syllables each; yet the syllable 

count of the translated pun is always greater than or equal to that of the English, with the number 

of syllables in a translated pun word typically doubling or tripling. 

Due to Russian's overt morphology and polysyllabic words, it is difficult for Russian to 

generate homonym puns. When homonym puns do arise, they result from both expressions being 

in the same case (see 2.4.3 for an example) or coincidental phonetic and/or graphemic 

correspondence (see 2.4.2 for an example). 

However, Russian does possess a number of homonymous, specifically homographic, roots. 

While these roots are spelled the same way, the stress placement in a given word and the 

resultant vowel reduction affects whether these roots are homophones. Thus, they have the 

capacity to be homophonous but are not necessarily so in all contexts. Townsend (1968)'s 

Russian Word Formation lists over 60 homonymous pairs of roots with unrelated meanings, each 

typically a vowel between two consonants (CVC). This suggests that while Russian may not be 

predisposed to homonym puns, it does have a significant capacity for paronym puns based on 

homonymous morphology. 
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Another factor influencing pun translation is that Russian orthography is fairly shallow, while 

English's orthography is deep. In the Cyrillic alphabet, letters tend to correspond one-to-one with 

sound segments in fairly regular ways. However, unstressed vowels get reduced in 

pronunciation, such that one grapheme in a given morpheme may represent several vowel 

allophones. For example, in the word raskopki 'mines', the stressed 0 is realized as [0], but in 

kopajsa 'dig', the 0 is unstressed and realized as [al. 

The English puns in this study all exhibit phonetic correspondence, but due to English's deep 

orthography, only some exhibit graphemic correspondence. Sometimes the English words 

correspond graphemically, such as with mine and mine, but often they do not, such as with tail 

and tale, making these puns homophones but not homographs. However, the Russian puns in this 

study more consistently exhibit graphemic correspondence, and they exhibit this more often than 

phonetic correspondence. In this study, instances of phonetic correspondence in Russian almost 

always coincide with graphemic correspondence (see sprutikomls prutikom in 2.4.3). However, 

when only graphemic correspondence occurs, it is because vowel reduction alters the 

pronunciation of the words' shared representations (see kopilkopi in 2.4.2). Thus it appears that 

Russian's orthography makes it more disposed to graphemic correspondence than English, 

though not necessarily phonetic. 

2.2 Texts of Alice in This Study 

The translations of Alice used in this study strive to sample the variety of Russian translations in 

existence5 The earliest, Sona v carstve diva (abbreviated SVCD), was published in 1879 and is 

the work of an unknown translator (Demurova 1995). The others represented here are Vladimir 

Nabokov's well-known translation from the 1920s (abbreviated VN), a 2010 edition of Nina M. 

Demurova's translation (originally done in the 1960s and revised in the 1970s; abbreviated 

NMD), and Boris Zahoder's translation from the 1970s (abbreviated BZ). 

Translation norms for different time periods and individual translator preferences shape how 

puns are translated, and each version presents a unique overall approach to translating Alice. 

Early translators, Nabokov among them, aimed "to bring the original as close as possible to 

, Sona v cars/ve diva and Vladimir Nabokov's translation both use old Russian orthography, but this has 
no bearing on the analysis. The most prominent orthographic differences for these versions are the overt 
marking of hard consonants with the hard sign <n> (transliterated as "), the vowel vat' <1;> (transliterated 
e), and different punctuation styles. 
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Russian readers" through cultural naturalization, referred to as Russification (Demurova 

1995:20). However, Trubikhina (2015:59) claims that the early translation Sona v carstve diva is 

of "poor quality" due to the rushed conditions under which it was likely produced, and she 

suggests that "the translator seems quite baffled by the 'strangeness' of the text." She and 

Demurova (1995) both appraise Nabokov's translation as one superior to its predecessors; 

according to Demurova (1995:21), it exhibits "a degree of freedom that bespeaks a future 

master" despite the Russification of the text. Demurova (1995:22-23) describes her own 

approach as an attempt at balance, in which she "discarded both Russification and literal 

translation," keeping in mind Carroll's "dual intention" of both innovative content and deeper 

undertones. Meanwhile, Zahoder's version caters to children and exhibits more liberal renderings 

of Carroll's text (Demurova 1995). 

Such variety among these versions is ideal for identifying overall trends. Linguistic elements 

that appear among varying approaches speak to more universal patterns in pun translation rather 

than to a specific approach or period. 

2.3 Methodology 

This study evaluates four puns taken from the original text of Alice. For each pun, the Russian 

translations of SVCD, VN, NMD, and BZ are evaluated side-by-side. Each translation is 

analyzed in terms of formal equivalence, dynamic equivalence, and the relationship between 

these two equivalences. From these analyses, I infer the apparent inverse relationship between 

formal and dynamic equivalence and note the linguistic features exhibited in each translation, 

based on how these two equivalences interact. This indicates overall trends and gives rise to 

predictions that are discussed in section 3. 

Formal and dynamic equivalence are assessed separately with two independent measures. The 

formal equivalence of each translation is evaluated using a measure of linguistic fidelity; 

translations are assigned a value representing the correspondence between the linguistic 

parameters of the original pun expressions and the two Russian expressions that correspond with 

the original pun expressions. The dynamic equivalence of each translation is evaluated by 

locating the translation along two spectra of pun success, one for form and one for meaning. 
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2.3.1 Fonnal Equivalence: Linguistic Fidelity 

Each translation's correspondence with the English original is evaluated using a set of 

parameters. These measure how closely the linguistic aspects of each Russian expression 

correspond with those of the original English. One English pun expression is designated as word 

1 (W 1), and the other is designated as word 2 (W2). The corresponding translation of each is 

identified in the Russian text, and the two English-Russian pairs are compared using the 

following parameters: 

• Phonetic6 correspondence on the word level (abbrev. "phonetic, word"): whether the full 

English word and the full Russian word correspond phonetically, with sound segments in 

comparable locations 

• 

• 

• 

Phonetic correspondence on the root level (abbrev. "phonetic, root"): whether the root of 

the English word (often the full word due to English's lack of case / and the root of the 

Russian word (disregarding case) correspond phonetically in comparable locations 

Maintenance of the word's sense (semantically) 

Maintenance of morphological category 

In addition to word-specific parameters for each English-Russian pair, there is a parameter for 

non-relocation; this denotes whether the original text is altered in a way that is motivated by the 

translator's decision to maintain the occurrence of punning elsewhere in the text. 

A translation receives a 1 if it upholds a parameter and a 0 if it does not. The only exception is 

when phonetic correspondence is partially upheld, for which translations receive fractional 

values. Thus the linguistic fidelity score is a positive number, and a larger value indicates higher 

linguistic fidelity to the original. For this metric, values of high fidelity range from 4-5, medium 

fidelity from 2-3, and low fidelity below 2. 

2.3.2 Dynamic Equivalence: Measures of Pun Success 

Dynamic equivalence is an abstract concept, yet for pun translations, dynamic equivalence 

arguably does not exist if the translation itself is not a pun. Therefore, this study evaluates the 

6 While graphemic correspondence can be evaluated on an intralinguistic level, it cannot be evaluated on 
an interlinguistic level because English and Russian have different orthographic representations. 
7 There is only one instance in this study where an English pun word has concatenative inflectional 
morphology: lessons. In this case, the -s plural morpheme does not contribute to the pun with lessen. The 
other exception in which the English pun is not between two full words is the pun based on the single 
word tortoise and the phrase taught us. 
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linguistic parameters that constitute a pun (here referred to as measures of "pun success") as 

proxies for dynamic equivalence. 

Dynamic equivalence for each translation is evaluated based on two criteria of pun success: 

form and meaning. The criteria of form and meaning refer to the qualities within an individual 

pun or set of puns in a given language. These are represented as spectra in Figure 1, where the 

directions of the arrows represent increasing correspondence. 

Dynamic Equivalence: Spectra of Pun Success 

Form Correspondence 

Homophony/ 
homography 

Root-based 
paronyms 

Rhyme/grapheme strings 

Low correspondence 

No shared 
sound segments/graphemes 

Meaning Correspondence 

Semantically discrete words 

Shared root 

Idioms 

Words are identical 

Figure 1. Spectra Measuring Pun Success 

In Figure 1, the spectrum for form describes to what extent the two expressions of an individual 

pun correspond phonetically and/or graphemically. Moving from top to bottom, the spectrum 

ranges from exact homophony/homography (100% phonetic/graphemic correspondence) to 

paronyms of increasing difference. At the bottom of the spectrum, 0% correspondence occurs 

when expressions share no sound segments or graphemes. Between the two extremes are 

correspondences such as simple rhyme/simple grapheme strings and sound segment/grapheme 

strings that result from root-based punning. 

The spectrum for meaning represents to what extent the two expressions differ semantically. 

In this study, meaning correspondence is evaluated based on the morphology of the pun words. 

The top of the spectrum represents a maximal difference in meaning, where the two expressions 
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have semantically different roots/origins. Near the bottom of this spectrum are idiom puns, 

which represent a high level of semantic correspondence, since the idiomatic meaning of an 

expression is derived from its literal meaning. Somewhere between these two values are 

words/phrases that share the same semantic root but are different forms of a word (e.g. nominal 

versus verbal) or words with the same root but differing meanings. 

In the following analyses, I discuss each pun's position on these two spectra, and in section 3, 

I discuss overall trends of pun alignment along these spectra. 

2.4 Homophone Puns and Punning Tendencies 

The puns from Alice evaluated in this study are English homophone puns: tale/tail, mine/mine, 

Tortoise/taught us, and lesson/lessen. In each of these puns, there is no morphological nor other 

semantic relationship between the two English expressions used to create the pun (Stevenson & 

Lindberg 2011). On the spectra measuring pun success, the relationship between form and 

meaning in these puns is represented with a line connecting homophony to semantically discrete 

words: 

Form Correspondence 

Homophony/ 
homography 

Root-based 
paronyms 

Rhyme/grapheme strings 

Low correspondence 

No shared 

English 
homophone puns 

Meaning Correspondence 

Shared root 

Idioms 

Words are identical 
sound segments/graphemes 

Figure 2. Punning Tendencies 

As discussed in 2.1, Russian's wealth of homonymous roots presents the opportunity for 

paronym puns based on these roots with no semantic correspondence between the two pun 

expressions. This tendency is represented by the diagonal line in Figure 2. 
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In Russian, it is useful to discuss fonn correspondence both including and independent of 

inflectional morphology. While the majority of English pun words in this study have neither 

overt case endings nor regular verbal morphology (q.v. taught), several of the Russian words 

have overt case endings. However, some exceptions to this in the data occur in masculine 

singular nominative. Therefore, at times I discuss fonn correspondence independent of case, as 

occurs in 2.4.2. However, I do not disregard case altogether, since in 2.4.3 I show that this may 

also contribute to fonn correspondence when the translator has the opportunity to employ 

matching case for pun words. 

However, different considerations must be taken into account for derivational morphology. 

While inflectional morphology is detennined by the role of the word in the sentence, the 

presence of derivational morphology is a result of the particular word selected by the translator; 

thus, one might argue that a translator's manipulation of inflectional morphology and their 

manipulation of derivational morphology reflect different types of tasks and should be 

considered separately. 

Due to the nature of synonyms, it is potentially easier for a translator to manipulate 

derivational morphology through word choice. Meanwhile, inflectional morphology is 

manipulated through syntactic alterations, which in some cases may compromise the perceived 

naturalness of the translation (e.g. using a more marked construction). However, the amount of 

synonyms available to a translator, as well as their perceived naturalness in Russian, may 

influence this as well. 

While it is not fully clear which morphology type's presence and correspondence is easier for 

the translator to control, these two types of morphology should arguably be treated separately 

when examining fonn correspondence. The distinction between these two types is supported by 

psycholinguistic studies on Spanish morphology, which suggest that each type is processed 

differently in the brain (Alvarez, Urutia, Dominguez, & Sanchez-Casas 2010). Moreover, other 

research and case studies, such as inflectional affix omissions and substitutions made by 

individuals with aphasia, posit that "the phonological output lexicon represents lexical entities in 

their decomposed fonn" (Cararnazza, Laudanna, & Romani 1988:330); for languages with case 

endings, this means that lexical morphemes are stored in non-inflected fonns. As discussed 

further in 3.3, this study posits, as well as preliminarily demonstrates, that derivational 

morphology more frequently contributes to fonn correspondence in Russian puns than 
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inflectional morphology does; these findings suggest that inflectional morphology may be 

secondary to derivational morphology in terms of its perceived contribution to puns' form 

correspondence. However, both types can contribute to this correspondence. 

Although both English and Russian incorporate inflectional and derivational morphology into 

punning, the English puns in this study also suggest that inflectional morphology may playa 

lesser role, perhaps on a cross-linguistic level. This occurs in the pun (analyzed in 2.4.4) on 

lessons and lessen, where the inflectional morpheme -s is overlooked for the purposes of the 

pun. Regardless, there still appears to be a general preference for full homonymy, since the other 

English puns have a 0% phonetic difference, and there are also instances in the translations of 

0% phonetic/graphemic difference that incorporate inflectional morphology. 

In the subsequent data, I examine how linguistic fidelity, particularly the choice to maintain 

one or both of the pun's senses, relates to the translator's ability to maintain semantically 

different roots between the pun's two expressions and achieve maximum correspondence within 

the pun's form. For homophone pun translations, I assume that translators attempt to translate a 

homophone pun in English as a homophone pun in Russian if presented with the means and 

opportunity, as is seen in 2.4.3. However, higher linguistic fidelity in translation (specifically the 

maintenance of more of the pun's senses) correlates with decreased form correspondence, 

suggesting that linguistic fidelity limits the translator's ability to move towards 0% difference on 

the form spectrum. 

2.4.1 Both Senses Maintained 

The homophone pun on tail and tale (pun words are bracketed in examples) yields translations in 

which translators maintain both senses (Gardner 1960:33): 

(6) "Mine is a long and sad [tale l!" said the Mouse, turning to Alice, and sighing. 
"It is a long [tail], certainly," said Alice, looking down with wonder at the Mouse's 

tail; "but why do you call it sad?" 

In this pun, both senses, 'tale' and 'tail', are practically necessitated; the text following the pun 

contains a story that is organized on the page in the shape of a tail. The strong semantic and 

visual roles of this pun in the text thus may compel translators to maintain as many factors as 

possible. As seen in Tables la and Ib, all four translators maintain both senses. This and other 
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linguistic correspondences between the Russian and the English lead to high linguistic fidelity in 

the translations. 

These values appear in Table la: SVCD's version has a score of 5 (the highest score achieved 

in the study), and the other three translations have scores of 4. For the most part, these scores 

occur because the translators maintain both senses, and both words are nouns in either language. 

It is noteworthy that every translation contains the word hvost 'tail' or its diminutive, hvostik. 

Presumably, this is because there are few Russian words that can denote 'tail' in this context, 

since hvost does not appear particularly productive for punning. 

Table la. Linguistic Fidelity for Translations of 'tale' and 'tail'S 

SVCD VN NMD BZ 
Word 1 tale povest' raz-skaz" istori-a istori-i 
Word 2 tail hvost" hvost" hvost hvost-ik-om 

Phonetic, word, WI 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, word, W2 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, WI 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, W2 0 0 0 0 
Sense WI (tale) I I I I 
Sense W2 (tail) I I I I 
Category WI I I I I 
Category W2 I I I I 
Non-relocation I 0 0 0 
Total: 5 4 4 4 

As shown in Table la, only SVCD receives a 1 for non-relocation because the translator does 

not alter the original text in order to locate the pun elsewhere. However, the other translators do; 

as indicated in Table 1 b, three translators relocate the pun so that it occurs between the 

word/phrase denoting 'tail' and an added pun word/phrase. In all "Sense Maintenance and Added 

Pun Words" tables, the Russian expressions which constitute the pun are bolded. 9 The last row of 

the table notes whether the form correspondence between the two pun expressions, at whatever 

level it occurs, is graphemic, phonetic, or both. 

8 In all linguistic fidelity tables, inflectional and derivational morphemes are segmented from the root to 
clarifY instances of phonetic correspondence in the root. 
9 The full Russian text ofthese puns and literal English translations may be found in the appendix (section 
6). Ifno additional pun word appears and there is at least some sort offorrn correspondence between the 
translations ofthe two original pun words, these are assumed to represent the pun's attempted translation. 
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Table lb. Sense Maintenance and Added Pun Words for tale/tail Pun 

Pun words SVCD VN NMD BZ 
tale povest' razskaz" istori-a istori-i 

story[F.NOM] story[M.NOM] story-F. NOM story-F.DAT 
tail hvost" hvost" pro hvost s hvost-ik-om 

tail [M. ACC] tail[M.NOM] about tail[M.ACC.S] with tail-DIM-M.INS 
Added pun X prost" prohvost s hvost-ik-om 
word simple[AD1M.NOM.S] scoundrel[M.NOM. S] with more1O-DIM-M.INS 
Phonetic or both both both both 
graphemic 
correspondence 

In terms of dynamic equivalence, the individual translations exhibit a variety of form and 

meaning correspondences. Three translators use two discrete words for the pun, each with a 

semantically different root from the other; there are no shared roots among the words povest', 

prost", hvost("), or prohvost ("Povest'" n.d.; Vasmer 1973). The translation that does not 

maintain semantic difference is BZ's, which puns on the literal and idiomatic meanings of s 

hvostikom. 

While most of the translations exhibit semantically different roots, their form 

correspondences do not follow a salient trend. SVCD's povest' and hvost share three consecutive 

consonants (although st is soft [here palatal] in povest' and hard [here dental] in hvost"), yet only 

the consecutive grapheme/sound segment string st is maintained in both words, yielding a 

significant difference between the two. On the other hand, VN produces rhyme through the string 

ost; this generates slightly more graphemic/phonetic correspondence than SVCD's version, but it 

is still not a homonym. 11 In these instances of weaker form correspondence, the translators 

employ words that seem monomorphemic, in that there is no part that is clearly the root 

combined with another part that is clearly not the root; this is due to the fact that there are zero 

case endings on the roots povest', hvost, and prost. These words do not correspond 

graphemically/phonetically on the root level, so SVCD and VN attain only partial form 

correspondence. 

NMD and BZ exhibit homophones in their puns, yet this correspondence comes at a cost to 

linguistic fidelity. In the case ofNMD, this cost is the insertion ofprohvost 'scoundrel', a 

10 s hvostikom is glossed for its two contextual meanings, but it is the same phrase. 
11 In VN's version, Alice mishears hvost" as prost", which Trubikhina (2015:64) describes as "a 
misunderstanding based on a misheard word that may sound vaguely like a homophone." 
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concept which is not in the original text. BZ also alters the text to create a context in which s 

hvostikom occurs with its idiomatic meaning, so that he can employ this idiom. 

While there is a trend of punning on semantically discrete words, which is the highest 

possible difference on the meaning spectrum, there is not a clear trend in form correspondence. 

The relatively weak correspondences of SVCD and VN suggest that maintaining linguistic 

fidelity and difference in meaning correlates with a compromised ability to maintain form 

correspondence. While BZ's translation is somewhat anomalous in its use of an idiom, this idiom 

pun and its homophony/homography suggest a correlation between high form correspondence 

(desirable for these puns) and high meaning correspondence (undesirable for these puns); this 

correlation complements VN and SCVD's exhibition oflow form correspondence (undesirable) 

and low meaning correspondence (desirable). 

At first glance, NMD's pun seems to contradict this trend by exhibiting low meaning 

correspondence and high form (phonetic and graphemic) correspondence. This may partially be 

her talent (and luck) in identifying homophonous phrases. However, this also comes at a cost to 

linguistic fidelity that is not clearly reflected in the tables above. 

2.4.2 One Sense Maintained 

When translators maintain only one of the pun's original senses, we see medium levels of 

linguistic fidelity, and the emergent translation patterns seem to be connected to Russian's 

inherent linguistic capacity. This happens for (7), which is a homophone pun on mine as an 

excavation and mine as a possessive pronoun (Gardner 1960:92)12: 

(7) there's a large mustard [mine] near here. And the moral of that is - 'The more there is of 
[mine] the less there is of yours. ' 

In Table 2a below, the translations exhibit medium values oflinguistic fidelity, with two 

translations having scores of 2. Due to phonetic correspondences, NMD obtains a score of 2. 58 

and BZ obtains a score of 2.43. In NMD and BZ's versions, each translation contains two words 

for 'mine'. The phonetic correspondence scores for these are determined by averaging the 

12 According to Gardner (1960:92), Carroll invented this proverb, which confirms that this is a 
syntagmatic homophone pun and does not involve paradigmatic punning on a common saying, which 
Carroll does elsewhere inAlice. 
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phonetic correspondence scores of the two synonyms. These fractional scores represent the 

number of sound segments the Russian word shares with the English word divided by the total 

number of sound segments in the longer Russian word (in this study, the Russian word always 

contains more sound segments than the English word)13 

NMD's score of 0.25 for phonetic correspondence on the word level for WI comes from miny 

sharing two of its four sound segments (m and n) with mine (a correspondence of 0.5), averaged 

with zero correspondence between podkopah and mine. The value of 0.33 for phonetic 

correspondence on the root level (W I) is an average of zero (no shared sound segments between 

podkop- and mine) and 0.66 (min- shares two [m and n] of its three sound segments with mine). 

Similarly, BZ's minirovali shares two (m and n) of its ten sound segments with mine (0.20), 

and minami shares two of its six sound segments with mine (0.33); these average to 0.27 for 

phonetic correspondence on the word level (WI). For WI's phonetic correspondence on the root 

level, the root min-, found in both minirovali and minami, has two out of three sound segments 

(m and n) in common with mine, yielding an average of 0.66. Additionally, BZ has a score of 0.5 

for the category of W I because minami is a noun like mine (excavation), but minirovali is a verb. 

Table 2a. Linguistic Fidelity for Translations of 'mine' and 'mine' 

SVCD VN NMD BZ 
min-y / min-ir-ova-l-i 

Word 1 mIne kop-i ras-kop-k-i pod-kop-ah mIn-amI 
Word 2 mIne 

Phonetic, word, WI 0 0 0.25 0.27 

Phonetic, word, W2 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, WI 0 0 0.33 0.66 
Phonetic, root, W2 0 0 0 0 
Sense WI I I I I 
Sense W2 0 0 0 0 
Category WI I I I 0.5 
Category W2 0 0 0 0 
Non-relocation 0 0 0 0 
Total: 2 2 2.58 2.43 

13 To justify this, we might envision that the shorter word has a number of zero sound segments word
finally to make the two words have the same number of sound segments; this is similar to Attardo 
(1994: 120-121)'s practice of classifying "phonemic distance" based on the number of phonemes in one 
word that correspond to zero phonemes in another. 
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In Table 2a, each translator receives a zero for non-relocation because each alters the text by 

adding a pun word. Table 2b shows that all four translators do not provide a semantic equivalent 

for 'mine' (possession), and they attempt dynamic equivalence by introducing an additional 

word that relocates the pun: 

Table 2b. Sense Maintenance and Added Pun Words for mine/mine Pun 

Pun words SVCD VN NMD BZ 
mme kop-i raskop-k-i min-y minirovaliD 

(excavation) mine-NOM.PL mine-DIM- mine-ACC.PL / min-ami 
ACC.PL podkop_ah14 mine.IPFV;PST;PL 

mine-PREP.PL mine-INS.PL 
mme X X X X 
(possession) 
Added pun kop-i kop-ajsa min-a minova-t' 
word save _ up.IPFV-2S.IMP dig.IPFV- expreSSlOn- escape-INF 

na-kop-is' 2S.IMP;REFL F.NOM.S 
PFV-save up-2S.PRES 

Phonetic or graphemic graphemic both both 
graphemic 
correspondence 

Russian has two roots related to 'mine' (excavation): kop and min16 According to Vasmer 

(1973), these roots have different origins; kop is Slavic, while min originates from Modern High 

German. Among the above puns and their roots, one pair bears a semantic relationship. VN's 

raskopki and kopajsa both come from the same semantic root kop. SVCD's kopi and 

kopilnakopis' also play on a root kop, but these are two homonymous versions of the root that do 

not have a semantic relationship to one another (Vasmer 1973); we see this in the fact that 

SVCD's pun words denote the distant meanings 'mines' and 'save up', whereas VN's denote the 

related meanings 'mines' and 'dig'. 

14 NMD uses two words for 'mine', yet punning only occurs with the first word. While word-doubling 
may be a compensatory strategy in pun translation, it does not occur uniformly or frequently enough in 
these data to provide a basis for analysis. However, in 2.4.4, NMD employs a similar but slightly different 
strategy of repeating each of her pun words. 
15 BZ puns on min as two homonymous roots. Both minami and minirovali have the same root, (R. 
Feldstein, personal communication, November 29,2015), while a different homonymous root occurs in 
minovat'. 
16 Although kop is closer to the meaning of mine (excavation) in Carroll's text, while min typically 
denotes a mine as an explosive. 
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While mina acts as both pun words in NMD's version, the two instances of mina are 

homonyms of different roots: one is from Modern High German, as noted above, and the second 

one, meaning 'expression', is believed to be of a different German origin (Vasmer 1973).17 

Similarly, BZ's homonymous uses of min denote unrelated meanings: 'mined with mines' and 

'to escape'. 

The grapheme (and sometimes sound segment) strings that give rise to form correspondence 

in these puns are not significantly longer than those for the tale/tail pun (2.4.1). However, the 

puns above utilize decomposable morphemic units rather than chance sound correspondences. 

For example, while VN uses words that happen to end in the string ost for the tale/tail pun, here 

he uses a root, kop. On the surface, this string does not have a significantly stronger graphemic 

correspondence, but it is bolstered by the fact that the string is a root, which could make the form 

correspondence appear more prominent to the reader. 

This set also suggests trends in inflectional and derivational morphology. Ifwe consider the 

above examples minus inflectional morphology, NMD achieves total graphemic/phonetic 

correspondence on the root level for her uses of min, since the words miny and mina differ only 

in their inflectional endings. BZ also has graphemic/phonetic root correspondence between 

minirovali minami and minovat', but the words/phrases differ in their inflectional endings, and 

the verbs minirovali and minovat' also differ by the derivational affix -ir-. Similarly, VN's pun 

words correspond in their roots but have different inflections and differ by the derivational prefix 

of ras- on raskopki. Since Russian is a heavily inflected language, this preliminarily suggests that 

it is a punning tendency in Russian to overlook inflectional differences and perhaps derivational 

ones, focusing instead on the recognition of root identity. 

However, SVCD achieves a homonym pun through form correspondence between two roots 

(both kop), as well as between the nominal nominative plural ending and the verbal second 

person singular imperative ending. However, the root kop has a stressed 0 in kopi 'mines', but an 

unstressed 0 in kopi 'you save up', which means this pun contains homographs but not 

homophones. Even so, this example is somewhat of a graphemic "double pun"; SVCD puns on 

the root, as well as the inflectional morphology, which is two endings that happen to correspond 

graphemically. Nevertheless, this level of form correspondence is somewhat surprising, as 

17 There is an alternative suggestion that both words share the same French origin, but it is not the 
presiding opinion (Vasrner 1973). 
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SVCD typically exhibits weaker levels offonn correspondence in other examples; for instance, 

later on in 2.4.3, the other translators exhibit high levels offonn correspondence, but SVCD 

exhibits only graphemic root-based correspondence. 

While there does not appear to be a straightforward explanation for why this strong pun 

appears in SVCD, part of the reason this pun is possible may be that the word kopi is composed 

of a relatively short grapheme string; it is more likely for a small grapheme string rather than a 

large one to have a corresponding homograph. The shorter disyllabic structure of this string is 

also somewhat unusual for Russian, and we might compare this to how English's monosyllabic 

and disyllabic words seem to facilitate homonym punning, as seen in the English puns in this 

study. We might even posit that the translator chose this string based on its productivity, since 

there are other translation options for 'mine', such as raskopki. Even so, it would not be 

unreasonable to posit that SVCD's ability to maintain one of the original senses, as well as 

achieve a homograph pun based on that sense, is somewhat due to luck. Although given further 

study, we might find that shorter words and/or grapheme strings, either by chance or by design, 

are associated with higher fonn correspondence in Russian punning. 

Overall, this set demonstrates consistency in technique; all four translators pun on 

homonymous roots, such that the puns' fonn correspondences consist of morphological units 

rather than simple grapheme strings. This contrasts with 2.4.1, where the grapheme/sound 

segment strings are semantically inextricable from the rest of the pun word. Additionally, with 

the exception of SVCD, there is a tendency to base punning strictly on roots, overlooking 

derivational affixes and inflections. 

2.4.3 Neither Sense Maintained 

In this example, the English homophone pun is not on two words of the same category but on a 

noun and a verb phrase (Gardner 1960:96))8 

(8) We called him [Tortoise 1 because he [taught us 1 

This pun's translations are distinct from previous examples because none of the translators 

explicitly maintain the original senses, instead selecting words and phrases that fit a general 

18 For the purposes ofthis study, it is assumed that the two expressions are pronounced as homophones, 
though this may vary based on the speaker. 
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context of education. As may be expected, these translations have low linguistic fidelity scores; 

the decision not to maintain any original senses provides no words that might be judged to 

correspond with the original (thus the metric treats it like an omission), generating several scores 

of 0, as shown in Table 3a. Low linguistic fidelity may be expected, since the original pun 

compares two syllables of a single word to two syllables belonging to two separate words; this 

makes translating this pun a heightened challenge, as opposed to translating a pun that compares 

one word to one word. 

The only attempt at literal translation is SVCD's inclusion of nas" 'us', which earns SVCD a 

score of I due to half of the sense and half of the category preserved for W2 (us in taught us). 

Table 3a. Linguistic Fidelity for Translations of 'tortoise' and 'taught us' 

SVCD VN NMD BZ 
Word I tortoise 
Word 2 taught us nas,,19 

Phonetic, word, WI 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, word, W2 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, WI 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, W2 0 0 0 0 
Sense WI (tortoise) 0 0 0 0 
Sense W2 (taught us) 0.5 0 0 0 
Category WI 0 0 0 0 
Category W2 0.5 0 0 0 
Non-relocation 0 0 0 0 
Total: I 0 0 0 

19 Values of O. 5 are given for the sense and category of W2, since us, one ofthe two words in the original 
taught us, has an equivalent in the translation. Although nas" and us seem to have phonetic 
correspondence, the s occurs in different locations in the phrases nas "tam" marili and taught us; if we 
consider the verb-object pairs translation units, s does not occur in analogous locations in each and does 
not provide a basis for analyzing phonetic correspondence. 
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Table 3b. Sense Maintenance and Added Pun Words for tortoise/taught us Pun 

Pun words SVCD VN NMD BZ 
tortoise X X X X 
taught us X X X X 
Added pun mor-em" Sprut-om" Sprut-ik-om Piton 
word sea-N.INS octopus-M.INS octopus-DIM -N.INS pythonrM.NOMl 
Added pun nas" s" prut-ik-om" s prut-ik-om pitonc-y·u 
word IPL.ACC/ with switch-DIM-M.INS with switch-DIM-M.INS pitomc-y 

mor-ili pet-NOM.PL 
exhaust-PST;PL 

Phonetic or graphemic both both both 
graphemic 
correspondence 

In Table 3b, all pun pairs have no morphological or other semantic relationship between their 

expressions, and thus they exhibit a maximal difference in meaning (R. Feldstein, personal 

communication, October 1, 2011; "Piton" n.d.; Vasmer 1973). 

For this particular set, all translations exhibit consistently high phonetic and graphemic 

correspondence between the two pun expressions, although SVCD has the weakest form 

correspondence with a pun based on homographic roots. The other three translations show both 

high graphemic and high phonetic correspondence, with VN and BZ's second pun words 

containing all of the graphemes and sound segments of the first pun word; for BZ, these 

graphemes/sound segments occur word-initially in the two pun words, and for VN, the second 

pun expression contains an additional hard sign (which only affects graphemic correspondence) 

and the -ik diminutive suffix. Lastly, NMD's translation is a true homophone pun. 21 In the cases 

ofNMD and of VN, inflectional morphology is incorporated into the pun's graphemic/phonetic 

correspondence. 

Of all the examples so far, this set exhibits both the lowest values for linguistic fidelity and 

some of the strongest form correspondences, as well as semantically discrete pun words/phrases 

across the board. 

20 BZ uses a misspelling of pi/amcy 'pets'. While this could arguably be treated a sub-pun, where the 
paronym of pi/ancy puns paradigmatic ally with pi/amey, this study only addresses the punning as it 
occurs syntagmatically. 
21 VN's and NMD's translations are very similar. While it is possible both translators independently 
picked similar solutions, it is also not unlikely that NMD built on VN's solution. 
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2.4.4 Variety Among Approaches 

This last example further exemplifies the observed patterns between sense selection and 

translation tendencies. Pun (9) plays with the homophones of the verb lessen and the noun lesson 

(Gardner 1960:99): 

(9) "That's the reason they're called [lessons]," the Gryphon remarked: "because they 
[lessen 1 from day to day" 

Each translator takes a slightly different approach, yet each approach aligns with a previous 

example. SVCD maintains both senses as occurs in 2.4.1. VN maintains one sense, that of 

'lessen', as in 2.4.2. NMD also selects one sense, but hers is 'lesson'. BZ exhibits the pattern 

shown in 2.4.3, as he maintains neither sense but adds two additional pun words. This highlights 

how the translator's choice to maintain a particular sense is not necessarily predictable, but it 

leads to somewhat predictable outcomes. 

As may be expected, SVCD achieves a high score of 5 for linguistic fidelity, VN and NMD 

achieve medium scores of2, and BZ's fidelity score is o. These scores are consistent with those 

in previous examples, where the maintenance of one or more senses corresponds with different 

ranges offidelity scores. 

Table 4a. Linguistic Fidelity for Translations of 'lessons' and 'lessen' 

SVCD VN NMD BZ 
zanat-i-a / 

Word 1 lesson-s ucen'-e zanat-i-ah22 

Word 2 less-en u-bav-Ia-I-o-s' u-korac-iva-l-i-s' 
Phonetic, word, Wl 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, word, W2 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, Wl 0 0 0 0 
Phonetic, root, W2 0 0 0 0 
Sense Wl (lesson) 1 0 1 0 
Sense W2 (lessen) 1 1 0 0 
Category Wl 1 0 1 0 
Category W2 1 1 0 0 
Non-relocation 1 0 0 0 
Total: 5 2 2 0 

22 The word occurs twice in the text; either version ofthe word yields the same analysis. 
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Table 4b. Sense Maintenance and Added Pun Words for lessonllessen Pun 

Pun words SVCD VN NMD BZ 
lesson ucen'-e X zanati-a X 

lesson-N.NOM lesson-N.PL.ACC / 
zanati-ah 
lesson-PREP.PL 

lessen ubav-Ia-Ios' ukoraciva-lis' X X 
diminish -IP FV - shorten.IPFV -
PST;N;REFL PST;PL;REFL 

Added pun ukor-ami zanima-em propada-l 
word reproach-PL.INS borrow. IPFV- vanish.IPFV-M;PST 

IPL.PRES / 
zanima-t' 
borrow. IPFV-INF 

Added pun propadavatel-i"' 
word prepodavatel-i 

teacher-NOM.PL 

Phonetic or both graphemic both both 
graphemic 
correspondence 

The puns in Table 4b above align with larger trends. SVCD exhibits high linguistic fidelity, 

no morphological relationship between its pun words, and fairly weak graphemic/phonetic 

correspondence; only the grapheme/sound segment u is shared between the two words. This 

aligns with weaker form correspondences observed in the tale/tail pun (2.4.1). 

Although NMD and VN each select different senses, their puns align with trends for when 

one sense is maintained. For both puns, form correspondence occurs primarily in roots. VN's 

pun is on two unrelated roots: the single root ukor and the combination of the derivational prefix 

u- and a portion (kor) of the root korot, which mutates into korac in its imperfective verbal form. 

If we consider the entirety of each pun word, the shared grapheme string is actually ukora, and 

when the word is divided into syllables rather than morphemes, the words have a matching three

syllable string: u-ko-ra. However, the correspondence of syllables rather than morphemes, if it is 

significant here, does not occur in any other puns in this study and thus does not seem to indicate 

an overall tendency. Moreover, it is unclear how much the a contributes to the pun for readers, 

since it is part of the root and stressed (bolded) in ukoraCivalis' but part of inflectional 

23 This is another example where BZ intentionally misspells a word in order to achieve higher phonetic 
correspondence. 
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morphology and unstressed in ukorami. In view of the previous analyses, it seems most 

significant that VN's pun capitalizes on root identity and derivational morphology. 

NMD exhibits slightly different patterns. She puns on zan, which is associated with a root 

much like the puns in 2.4.2; zan matches in its graphemes and sound segments. However, zan 

has the same historical origin in each pun word: the verb zanimat' and the noun zanatie are both 

derived historically from the prefix za- plus the verb imet' ("Zanatie" n.d.; "Zanimat'" n.d.). This 

gave rise to the verb zanimat' (with the root zanima-), which mutates in its perfective form into 

zana-, a form we see in zanatie. Therefore, this indicates a stronger correspondence between 

these two words on the meaning spectrum. 

However, the perceived semantic correspondence of these words may be weaker. The process 

of deriving the words from the same root is complex, which could create an impression of 

distance between the two words. Indeed, the meanings 'lesson' and 'borrow' are not as similar as 

one might expect from two related words. This introduces the possibility that these words, while 

related, may not be perceived to correspond as strongly in meaning as other related words. 

Lastly, BZ exhibits low linguistic fidelity, but with no meaning correspondence and high 

phonetic/graphemic correspondence between his pun words, due to the fact that propadavateli 

contains all the sound segments/graphemes of propadal. This is consistent with the high phonetic 

correspondences and low semantic correspondences seen in 2.4.3, when translators maintain 

neither sense. 

Another quality of this set is that each pun's grapheme and/or sound segment strings are 

word-initial. While this does not occur with every pun in this study, I discuss a potential 

tendency for word initial punning in 3.3. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Translation Process 

While translation theory and practice vary on a surface level, there appear to be patterns and 

trends for translating English homophone puns in the above data. These emerge when 

translations are categorized based on how many of a pun's senses the translator maintains. As the 

puns in 2.4.4 especially demonstrate, variations in the dynamic equivalence of pun translations, 

as well as the linguistic means of achieving this equivalence, seem to result from initial decisions 

to maintain linguistic fidelity. Based on these choices, subsequent trends emerge in the language 
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of the translations. Therefore, I propose three overall steps for translating English homophone 

puns into another language: 

1) The translator selects how many and which sense(s) to maintain. 

2) The linguistic capabilities of the target language shape the options available to the 

translator. 

3) The translator's personal style shapes the final result. 

This is not to say that the translator consciously makes decisions about fidelity and translation in 

this particular order. Rather, this process indicates how one step must logically occur before the 

next in explaining the patterns we see, regardless of whether the translator performs these steps 

with intention. 

3.2 Predictions 

After establishing these steps, the next stage is to make predictions. Based on the above analysis, 

the observed trends suggest that, based on what we know about how many senses will be 

maintained, we may be able to predict what the actual linguistic form of the translation will look 

like. This refutes the vaguely-defined ideas of pun translation being "all-or-nothing" or a random 

product of the individual translator's creative abilities. Instead, it suggests that there is an 

underlying structure to the process of pun translation, even if the realm of theory has not reached 

a consensus on puns as a phenomenon in translation. 

Whether or not a translator chooses to maintain one sense, both, or neither is never entirely 

predictable. However, sometimes the original text can serve as a predictor, as with the tale/tail 

pun in 2.4.1. If one were trying to make predictions about an individual translator or a particular 

translation approach, knowing the fidelity tendencies of these individuals and their views on 

formal vs. dynamic equivalence could lead to predictions of how many senses would be 

maintained, and thus predictions of what the translated puns would look like. 

3.2.1 Predictions for When Both Senses are Maintained 

When a translator maintains both senses, the results are somewhat random. However, more so 

than in other examples, translations of the tale/tail pun (2.4.1) show a tendency for weaker form 
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correspondence. This is supported by the correspondence of only one sound segment/grapheme 

in SVCD's translation of the lesson/lessen pun (2.4.4). Thus, we can predict that the translation's 

surface result will likely be a paronym pun with perhaps three or fewer shared graphemes and/or 

sound segments. Without a more extensive data set, it is difficult to say whether homonymous 

root punning occurs in this context and if so, how much it is inhibited by sense maintenance; 

however, no instances of homonymous root punning with dual sense preservation occur in these 

data. In general, we might visualize this on the pun-success spectra with the blue line below: 

Form Correspondence 

Homophony/ 
homography 

Root-based 
paronyms 

Rhyme/grapheme strings 

Low correspondence 

No shared 
sound segments/graphemes 

Meaning Correspondence 

Semantically discrete words 

/ 

Shared root 

Idioms 

Words are identical 

Figure 3. Dynamic Equivalence Tendencies for Both Senses Maintained In visualizing the relationship between 
form and meaning, the left side of the line hovers between rhyme/grapheme strings and low correspondence, and the 
right side indicates semantically discrete words. 

An alternate outcome, as shown by NMD and BZ in 2.4.1, is that if stronger form 

correspondences occur, there is a sacrifice elsewhere, often in the realm oflinguistic fidelity. 

3.2.2 Predictions for When One Sense is Maintained 

When the translator elects to maintain one sense, we will likely see punning on roots. Of all the 

translated puns in this study, there are six instances when one sense is maintained, and in all six 

instances, the form correspondence of the translated pun occurs in the root of a word composed 

of perceptibly discrete morphemes (i.e. the morphology is concatenative). Moreover, in four of 

these six instances, the two roots in the pun are homonymous and semantically unrelated. 
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Another of these six root-punning instances is NMD's pun on zandtid and zanimaem, where a 

semantic relationship between the words exists historically, but its perceived strength is unclear. 

Thus, when one sense is maintained, we can predict that the pun will be primarily on the roots 

of the words (regardless of which sense is selected) and that its form correspondence is not likely 

to incorporate inflectional morphology (although SCVD's kopilkopi pun is an exception). Due to 

Russian's wealth of homonymous roots, it is reasonable to predict that the two roots in the pun 

will be semantically discrete. This trend is mapped onto the pun success spectra in Figure 4: 

Form Correspondence 

Homophony/ 
homography 

Root-based 
paronyms 

Rhyme/grapheme strings 

Low correspondence 

No shared 
sound segments/graphemes 

Meaning Correspondence 

Semantically discrete words 

Shared root 

Idioms 

Words are identical 

Figure 4. Dynamic Equivalence Tendencies for One Sense Maintained In visualizing the relationship between 
form and meaning for this category, the line connects root-based paronyms with semantically discrete words. 

The data suggest that for this root punning, the translator may choose the sense whose word 

contains a more productive grapheme (and perhaps sound segment) string. For example, in the 

mine/mine pun translations (2.4.2), Russian has multiple words for 'mine' as an excavation (at 

least three options appear in the data). Yet for the sense of 'mine' as a possessive pronoun, 

Russian possession is typically expressed through adjectival forms from the root mo- 'my' or 

svo- 'one's own'. There are substitutes for these (M. Rojavin, personal communication, October 

14,2015), but anything that deviates from the most common option could appear more marked. 

Based on these preliminary data, it appears that translators may select the sense associated 

with a more productive grapheme string; based on what we know about Russian's abundance of 

homonymous roots, this suggests that the word with the most productive string is one that offers 
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the canonical string eve. Thus, eve-structured roots are more productive for punning, as a root 

taking the most common form likelier has a homonym. In the above example, the roots mo- and 

svo- do not have the structure eve. Thus, if presented with two senses, translators may choose 

the sense which has a productive string in its potential roots. However, further study is needed to 

establish whether this is truly the case. 

3.2.3 Predictions for When Neither Sense is Maintained 

When translators choose not to explicitly maintain either sense, we can first predict that 

translators will maintain a semantic difference between pun words, as is the tendency for most of 

the translations in this study. Additionally, we can predict higher levels ofform correspondence. 

However, how this correspondence is expressed may depend on the goals of the individual 

translator. For example, BZ twice achieves high correspondence by intentionally misspelling 

words so that one pun word contains all the graphemes/sound segments present in the other pun 

word. Other translators have different approaches to maintaining neither sense; VN achieves 

graphemic/phonetic correspondence similar to BZ' s, where one pun word contains the 

graphemes/sound segments of the other, but he does so without manipulating the words' 

spelling. In the case ofNMD, correspondence occurs through a true homophone pun. 

In the data, the translators' disregard of both senses in the tortoise/taught us pun (2.4.3) 

provides prominent examples of form correspondence achieved through case matching. 

Presumably, this occurs because in disregarding both senses, the translator has a greater amount 

of overall freedom. Similarly, we might predict that if case matching occurs, it is most likely to 

occur in these instances. 

This overall trend is depicted in Figure 5: 
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Form Correspondence 

Homophony/ 
homography 

Root-based 
paronyms 

Rhyme/grapheme strings 

Low correspondence 

No shared 
sound segments/graphemes 

Meaning Correspondence 

Semantically discrete words 

Shared root 

Idioms 

Words are identical 

Figure 5. Dynamic Equivalence Tendencies for Neither Sense Maintained In visualizing the relationship 
between form and meaning for this category, the left side of the line is located in a general region of high form 
correspondence (which sometimes appears as homophony in the data), and the right side indicates semantically 
discrete words. 

3.3 Priorities in Punning 

As a whole, the puns in this study grant insight into overall priorities in translating homophone 

puns into Russian. First of all, semantic difference between the two pun words/phrases appears to 

be relatively easy for translators to maintain, as well as preferable. Of the sixteen puns analyzed, 

thirteen successfully maintain this difference. This ultimately suggests that regardless of how 

many senses are selected, we can expect high levels of semantic difference in the overall 

translation of homophone puns. 

Logically, we might expect this difference to be frequently maintained, since any given word 

has more terms unrelated to it than related to it. For example, in SVCD's pun onpovest' 'tale' 

and hvost" 'tail', it is unlikely that the translator selected the words based on their lack of 

relationship; instead, the words' discrete meanings arise naturally. 

However, the mine/mine pun translations (2.4.2) shed light on this issue. VN's translation of 

this pun contains two words that have a morphological relationship through the shared root kop, 

which means that VN uses the shared root as a means of achieving form correspondence. Thus in 

aiming for form correspondence, a translator may choose related words precisely because these 
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words correspond in their roots. Yet it is unclear if translators often face the dilemma between 

form correspondence and maintaining semantic difference when shared morphology is an option. 

The data also suggest that translators have priorities in actualizing form correspondence. To 

begin, Russian's form correspondence tends to be graphemic, and if vowel stresslreduction 

affects both grapheme strings equally, it is subsequently phonetic. Additionally, while further 

research is necessary, there is a potential tendency to locate form correspondence in the word

initial position; punning exists word-initially in twelve of the sixteen translated puns. This may 

in part be due to Russian's inflectional morphology being word-final, which means homonymous 

roots or even shared roots are more likely to be in the word-initial position. However, 

counterexamples to this proposed location occur, such as the pun on prost" 'simple' and hvost" 

'tail'. Therefore, it is possible that translators locate form correspondence in the word-initial 

position, but this may also be a natural consequence of Russian's structure. 

Even so, a tendency to pun on word-initial roots and/or affixes may indicate the prioritization 

of different types of morphemes. The primary tendency we see is punning on root morphemes. 

For example, of the sixteen puns analyzed, thirteen pun on a grapheme/sound segment string in 

which the root (usually a CVC string) of the first pun word corresponds with the 

graphemes/sound segments of the second pun word's root. An example is the pair miny 'mines' 

and mina 'expression' (from 2.4.2), both based on min. 

Another tendency is punning on roots plus derivational morphology. Of the thirteen root

based puns, four puns combine derivational morphology and the root to create a shared 

grapheme string between the two words. This happens with ukoraCivalis' 'they are shortened' 

and ukorami 'with reproaches ' . In ukoraCivalis', the derivational prefix u- is combined with the 

string kor, which corresponds graphemically with the root ukor in ukorami. 

Compared to this, there are fewer instances of incorporating inflectional morphology into the 

pun's form correspondence. In these cases, inflectional morphology seems to be incorporated 

only after derivational morphology has been incorporated. This occurs in NMD's pun on s prut

ik-om 'with a little switch' and sprut-ik-om 'little octopus', where the inflectional suffix -om for 

the instrumental case is shared between the two words, as well as the derivational diminutive 

suffix -ik. Even in examples such as SCVD's kopilkopi translation of the mine/mine pun, this 

trend holds; the words have identical absences of derivational morphology (zero 

prefixes/suffixes), and only after this matching do they pun on inflectional morphology. 
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However, VN's pun on sprut-om" and s" prut-ik-om" is an exception, as the two expressions 

share the inflectional suffix -om" but differ by the derivational suffix -ik. 

While we cannot thoroughly conclude that derivational morphology is incorporated into puns 

prior to inflectional morphology, or why this might occur, this study, as well as the discussion in 

2.4 about the mental distinction between morphology types, suggests that this is a potential trend 

that could be further investigated. 

3.4 Other Factors 

Although consistent trends occur in Russian translations of homophone puns, there are also 

unknown factors, such as the cultural role of punning and translation practice. These factors may 

introduce uncertainties into the puns and results above. 

One cultural element that has not been addressed so far is the role of punning in Russian 

literature. While punning is apparently a universal linguistic phenomenon (Attardo 1994), the 

role of punning in Russian may be slightly different than in English. English puns are often 

considered cheesy, facetious, and perhaps irreverent, though exceptions exist. However, Russian 

literature contains punning in more solemn texts. For example, the Russian poet Marina 

Tsvetaeva puns in her work; she creates a homophone/homograph pun on zgut, which can either 

mean 'they burn' or mean 'handful/bundle' (S. Forrester, personal communication, October 1, 

2015). From examples such as this, it might be argued that puns can potentially be more serious 

and profound in Russian, rather than merely humorous or ambiguous. Thus, dynamic 

equivalence in translating puns between English and Russian may be more complex than this 

study's scope acknowledges. 

Moreover, translation theories may define formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence 

differently. One major division in this debate is whether one should write the text as it would be 

expressed in one's own language or modify one's own language to do innovative things. These 

are two very different interpretations of dynamic equivalence. In this study, it could be argued 

that BZ's translation does the former, as it often sacrifices fidelity to create wordplay through 

misspelling and idioms, which may have a stronger effect in Russian. However, NMD's 

translation, in striving to create true homophone puns, could be said to do the latter, creating 

puns that do not occur as frequently in Russian and may seem more foreign to Russian speakers. 
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Despite these differences, the tortoise/taught us pun (2.4.3) suggests that the translators in this 

study prioritize homophony and high phonetic correspondence when possible. Moreover, the fact 

that we still see trends despite these different approaches supports the argument that such trends 

indicate overall features of English-to-Russian homophone pun translation. 

4 Conclusion 

By viewing pun translation in terms of formal and dynamic equivalence, and further evaluating 

dynamic equivalence in terms ofform and meaning, we are able to concretize some of the 

arguments presented on the translatability of puns. It appears that the selection to maintain 

senses, a product of both the text and the translator's commitment to linguistic fidelity, 

predetermines what translation options are expedient for rendering homophone puns in Russian. 

The maintenance of senses primarily affects the internal form correspondence that the translated 

pun exhibits, while it tends not to affect the maintenance of semantic difference between the two 

words/phrases in the pun. Overall, this tradeoff between sense maintenance and internal form 

correspondence confirms the classic assumption that there is a tradeoff between formal and 

dynamic equivalence. 

This study not only upholds this assumption but shows what its actual linguistic results tend 

to look like, due to Russian's structure and its capacity for root-based puns. Based on how many 

senses are selected, there are higher likelihoods of weak form correspondence, homonymous

root puns, or even true homophone puns. In achieving this form correspondence, root-based 

punning seems to be the most salient solution, and we see indications that punning on 

derivational morphology may be prioritized over punning on inflectional morphology. Our 

ability to predict these outcomes thus suggests that some effects of Russian's linguistic structure 

may transcend the decisions of an individual translator in the process of pun translation. 

While this study focuses on English and Russian, its overall method might be used to describe 

homonym pun translation between any two languages and the linguistic structures that impact 

translation. The metric for linguistic fidelity and the spectra of pun success can be combined with 

an analysis of linguistic structures to determine what types of form and meaning correspondence 

frequently occur in a given language. For example, if one were to study the relationship between 

English and Chinese, the line defining Chinese's punning tendencies may fall in a different place 
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on the spectra for pun success than the line for Russian's. One could then analyze Chinese 

translations of English puns and make new predictions based on sense maintenance. 

Since puns are a complex phenomenon, there is much yet to be explored, and my research 

offers several topics for future study. One topic not addressed here is the potential effect of 

borrowed and loan words on pun translation. For instance, some of the puns in this study contain 

words originating from German (mina) and Greek (piton). The English word mine (excavation) 

also comes from the same German root as the Russian word, just as English's python also 

originates from Greek (Stevenson & Lindberg 2011). The idea that a word with phonetic 

correspondence may already exist between the target language and source language due to its 

origins could affect word choice in pun translation. As globalization increases borrowing and 

commonalities among languages, this presents a topic for future investigation. 

Also, this study does not address the perceived humor of puns. While humor is difficult to 

measure, one might examine whether the varying levels of dynamic equivalence observed in this 

study are perceived as humorous by Russian readers. For example, Demurova's puns often 

exhibit high phonetic correspondence simultaneously with maximal semantic difference; readers 

may perceive this differently from Zahoder's misspellings or Nabokov's root-based puns. 

Just as analyses of Alice's apparent nonsense grant insight into the text's philosophy, this 

study teases out order from the apparent randomness of pun translation, shedding light inside the 

rabbit hole that is translation fidelity. While further research is needed to solidify the ideas 

presented here, this study offers a preliminary exploration of the underlying linguistic 

mechanisms of pun translation and how linguistic structure may to some extent playa 

determining role in this process. Thus puns may stretch the limits of language, but translation 

too, in a distinguishable process, stretches languages to portray these puns. 
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6 Appendix: Russian Alice Translations 

The first item in each section is the original text from Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland, as it appears in Martin Gardner (1960)'s The Annotated Alice. All Russian 

translations are given first in the original Cyrillic text, followed by a transliteration into Roman 

orthography using the ISO 9 system and a literal English re-translation of the Russian. Curled 

brackets indicate slight divergence from literal translation for the sake of comprehension. All 

translations utilize conventional English punctuation, regardless of the Russian punctuation used. 

The Russian names remain unchanged, although in the re-translations, they are spelled as they 

would be with English orthography. 

6,1 Tale/tail 

"Mine is a long and sad [tale]!" said the Mouse, turning to Alice, and sighing. 
"It is a long [tail], certainly," said Alice, looking down with wonder at the Mouse's tail; "but 

why do you call it sad?" 
The Annotated Alice p. 33 

"AXl" fpYCTHa51 ll/1JIllHHa51 [rroB"tcTb] Moell )!(1l3Hll", B3/10XHYJIa MblIIIb, fJIM5I Ha COHlO. 
,J(JIllHHa5l-TO, /1JIllHHM"! rrO/1YMana COM, OfAA/1bIBa51 Ha MblIIIllHblll [XBOCTb]", HO rrOqeMY 

rpYCTHa5l, JIlO60IIblTHO 3HaTb," 

"Ah", grustnaa i dlinnaa [povest'] moej zizni", vzdohnula mys', glada na Sonil. 
"Dlinnaa-to, dlinnaa"! podumala Sona, ogladyvaii na mysinyj [hvost"]", no pocemu grustnaa, 

lilbopytno znat'," 

"Ah, sad and long is the [story] of my life," the Mouse sighed, looking at Sonia. 
"Long, yes, long!" Sonia considered, examining the Mouse's [tail], "But why sad, it is 
interesting to know," 

Sona v carstve diva p. 33 

"Moll [pa3CKa3"b] [rrpocTb], rreqaneH"b ll/1JIllHHeH"b", co B3/10XOM"b CKa3ana MblIIIb, 
06palI1a5lCb K"b AH"t. 

,J(a, OH'b HecoMH'tHHO, OqeHb ,1J;JIHHHblH", 3aM'tTHJIa AHH, KOTOPOH IIOCJIblIIIaJIOCb He 

,,[ rrpocTb]", a ,,[ XBOCTb]". 

"Moj [razskaz"] [prost"], pecalen" i dlinnen"", so vzdohom" skazala Mys', obrasaiis' k" Ane 
"Da, on" nesonmenno, ocen' dlinnyj", zametila Ana, kotoroj poslysalos' ne ,,[prost"]", a 

,,[hvost"]". 

"My [story] is [simple], sad and long," with a sigh said the Mouse. 
"Yes, it is doubtlessly, very long," remarked Anya, who had heard not [simple], but [tail]." 

Vladimir Nabokov p. 25 
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-3TO OqeHb I1JlllHHruI II rpYCTHa51 [llCTOPll5l] - HaqaJIa MblIIIb co B3110XOM. 
IIoMoJIqaB, oHa Bl1pyr B3Bll3rHYJIa: 
-[IIpoxBoCT] ! 
-[IIpo XBOCT]? - rrOBTOpllJIa Armca C Hel10YMeHlleM II B3rJI5IHYJIa Ha ee XBOCT. -fpyCTHruI 
[llCTOPll5l] [rrpo XBOCT]? 

-Eto oeen' dlinnaa i grustnaii [istoria]- naeala Mys' so vzdohom. 
Pomoleav, ona vdrug vzvizgnula: 
-[Prohvost] ! 
-[Pro hvost]? - povtorila Alisa s nedoumeniem i vzglanula na ee hvost. -Grustnaa [istoria] 
[pro hvost]? 

"It's a very long and sad [story]," began the Mouse with a sigh. Growing silent, she suddenly 
screamed: 
"[ {The} scoundrel]!" 
"[About a tail]?" repeated Alisa with bewilderment and looked at{the Mouse's} tail. "A sad 
[story] [about a tail]?" 

Nina M. Demurova p. 114 

MblIIIb rroBepHYJIaCb K Anllce II TIDKeJIO B3110xHYJIa. 
-BHeMJIll, 0 I1llT51! 3TOU [llCTOpllll] [c XBOCTllKOM] TbIC5Iqa JIeT! - CKa3aJIa OHa. 
-licTopllll [c XBOCTllKOM]? - Yl1llBJIeHHO rrepecrrpocllJIa AnllCa, C llHTepecoM rrOrAAl1eB Ha 
MblIIIKllH [XBOCTllK]. - A qTO C HllM CJIyqllJIOCb crpaIIIHoro? IIo-MoeMY, OH cOBepIIIeHHo l1eJI 
- BOT OH KaKou I1JIllHHblU! 

Mys' povernulas' k Alise i tazelo vzdohnula. 
-Vnemli, 0 dita! Etoj istorii [s hvostikom] tysaea let! - skazala ona. 
-Istorii [s hvostikom]? - udivlenno peresprosila Alisa, s interesom pogladev na myskin 
[hvostik]. - Acto s nim slueilos' strasnogo? Po-moemu, on soversenno cel- vot on kakoj 
dlinnyj! 

The Mouse turned to Alisa and heavily sighed. 
"Listen, oh child! To this [story], a thousand years [and a little more] old!" said she. 
"A story [with a little tail]?" surprisedly repeated Alisa, having looked at the Mouse's [little tail] 
with interest. "But what scary thing happened to it? To me, it is completely intact -look how 
long it is!" 

Boris Zahoder 

6.2 Mine/mine 

"there's a large mustard [mine] near here. And the moral of that is - 'The more there is of 
[mine] the less there is of yours. ", 

The Annotated Alice p. 92 
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"BoTh l1a)!(e He IIO-l1aJIeKY OTClOl1a eCTb rOpqllqHbUi [KOIIll], KaKb)!(e llCKoIIaeMoe! OTClOl1a 
BblXOl1llIIIb, qTO CKOJIbKO Hll [KOIIll]110BOJIbHO He [HaKoIIllIIIb]!" 

"Vot" daze ne po-daleku otsilda est' goreienya [kopi], kak" ze iskopaemoe! Otsilda vyhodis', 
eto skol'ko ni [kopi] dovol'no ne [nakopis']!" 

"Look, not even very far from here there are mustard [mines], how dug out! From there you get 
that no matter how much you [mine], you will not [save up] enough!" 

Sana v carstve diva p. 132-133 

"TYTh Hel1aJIeKO IIPOll3B0I151TC5I rOpqllqHbl5I [pacKoIIKll]. II MOPaJIb 3Toro: He [KoIIallC5I]!" 

"Tut" nedaleko proizvodatsa goreienya [raskopki]. I moral' iMogo: ne [kopajsa]!" 

"Here not far away they carry out mustard [mines]. And the moral of this: don't [dig] !,,24 
Vladimir Nabokov p. 80 

II3 Hee l1eJIalOT [MllHbI]ll 3aKJIal1bIBalOT IIpll [IIOI1KOIIaX ] ... A MOPaJIb OTClOl1a TaKOBa: XOpOIIIa51 
[MllHa] IIpll IIJIOXOll llrpe - caMoe rJIaBHoe! 

Iz nee delailt [miny] i zakIadyvailt pri [podkopah] ... A moral' otsilda takova: horosaa [mina] pri 
plohoj igre - samoe glavnoe! 

"From this they make [mines] and they place [mines] nearby ... and the moral from this is as 
follows: {putting on} a good [expression/{front}] during a bad game is the most important 
thing!" 

Nina M. Demurova p. 206 

TYT HeIIOl1aJIeKY QTO-TO [MllHllPOBaJIll] rOpQllqHblMll [MllHaMll] COBceM Ha I1AAX. A OTClOl1a 
MOPaJIb: "l.[eMY 6b1Tb - Toro He [MllHoBaTb]." 

Tut nepodaleku eto-to [minirovali] goreienymi [minami] sovsem na dnah. A otsilda moral': 
"Cemu byt' -togo ne [minovat']." 

"Here not far away they [were mining] something with mustard [mines] just the other day. And 
thence is the moral: 'Whatever is to be, one cannot [escape] it.'" 

Boris Zahoder 

6.3 Tortoise/taught us 

"We called him [Tortoise] because he [taught us]," 
The Annotated Alice p. 96 

"MbI ero Ha3bIBaJIll [MopeMb], IIOTOMY QTO [Hacb] TaMb [MOPllJIll]", 

24 While kopajsa literally means 'dig', it is suggested that ne kopajsa is a euphemistic way of saying 
'don't pick your nose' (S. Forrester, personal communication, October 17, 2015). 
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"My ego nazyvali [morem"], potomu cto [nas"] tam" [morili]", 

"We called him [sea], because there they [exhausted us]," 
Sana v carstve diva p. 142 

*Name of 'Tortoise: MOJIOI1b1M"b [CrrpYTOM"b] / Molodym" [Sprutom"] / Young [Octopus] 

"MbI ero 3BaJIli TaK"b rroToMY, qTO OH"b BCerl1a 6bIJI"b [C"b rrpYTllKOM"b]" 

"My ego zvali tak" potomu, cto on" vsegda byl" [s" prutikom"]" 

"We called him that because he always [had a little switch]" 
Vladimir Nabokov p. 84 

-Mbi ero 3BaJIli [CrrpYTllKoM], rroToMY qTO OH BCerl1a XOl1llJI [c rrpYTllKoM] 

-My ego zvali [Sprutikom], potomu cto on vsegda hodil [s prutikom] 

"We called him [Octopus] because he always walked around [with a little switch]" 
Nina M. Demurova p. 210 

-OH 6bIJI [IIllTOH]! Bel1b Mbi - ero [rrllTOHI1b1]! 

-On byl [Piton]! Ved' my - ego [pitoncy]! 

"He was [Python]! After all, we are his [pets]! 25" 

Boris Zahoder 

6.4 Lessonllessen 

"That's the reason they're called [lessons]," the Gryphon remarked: "because they [lessen] from 
day to day." 

The Annotated Alice p. 99 

"HllqerO He c'IpaHHo! CaMa YBlll1llIIIb. B"tl1b llHaqe HliKOrl1a He OThyqllIIIbC5l! BOTh rroHeMHory 
[yqeHbe ]-TO II [y6aBJIAAOcb]." 

"Nicego ne stranno! Sarna uvidis'. Ved' inace nikogda ne ot"ucis'sa! Vot" ponemnogu 
[ucen'e]-to i [ubavlalos']." 

"Nothing is strange! You will see for yourself. Otherwise you will never finish studying! And 
see how little by little [the learning] [was diminishing]." 

Sana v carstve diva p. 143 

25 pitoncy, as noted in the analysis, is an intentional misspelling of pitomcy 'pets'. 
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"II03TOMY OHll II Ha3bIBaJIllCb [YKOpaMll] - [YKOpaqllBaJIllCb], rroHllMaeTe?" 

"Poetomu oni i nazyvalis' [ukorami]- [ukoracivalis']' ponimaete?" 

"Therefore they were called [reproaches]- they [shortened], you understand?" 
Vladimir Nabokov p. 87 

- [3amITll5l] rrOqeMY TaK Ha3bIBalOTC5I? - rr05lCHllJI fpmpoH. - IIOTOMY qTO Ha [3aH5ITll5lx] Mbi 
y HalIIero yqllTeJI5I yM [3aHllMaeM] ... B TaKllX CJIyqMX rOBOp5lT: «EMY YMa He [3aHllMaTb]». 
IIoHMa? 

- [Zaniitiii] pocemu tak nazyvailtsii? - poiisnil Grifon. - Potomu cto na [zaniitiiih] my u 
naiiego ucitelii urn [zanimaem] ... V takih slucaiih govoriit: «Emu uma ne [zanimat']». Poniila? 

"Why are [lessons] called that?" explained Gryphon. "Because at [lessons] we [borrowed] a 
mind from our teacher ... In these situations they say: 'He doesn't need [to borrow] a mind. ", 

Nina M. Demurova p. 218 

- A C HalIIllMll YQllTeJI5IMllllHaqe He rroJIYQaJIOCb, - CKa3aJI fpmpoH. - TeKYQllll COCTaB: 
Ka)K,11b1ll ,11eHb KTO-Hll6Y,11b [rrporra,11aJI]. II03TOMY llX II Ha3bIBalOT [rrpOrra,11aBaTeJIll], KCTaTll. 

- A s nasimi ucitelfuni inace ne polucalos', - skazal Grifon. - Tekucij sostav: kazdyj den' 
kto-nibud' [propadal]. Poetomu ih i nazyvailt [propadavateli], kstati. 

"But with our teachers it never happened any othe way," said Gryphon. "Fluctuating staff: every 
day someone [vanished]. That's why they call them [teachers], 26 by the way." 

Boris Zahoder 

26 propadavateli, as noted in the analysis, is an intentional misspelling of prepodavateli 'teachers'. 
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